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School days don't get easier just because you're a senior! It's the final semester of senior year, and

everyone at Harmony High can't wait to find out the results of theSenior Superlative votes! But the

balloon bursts in Sadie's face when she discovers she's been voted "Most Likely to Get Married" to

Andy - a boy she's never dated or ever thought of as a potential boyfriend. Completely and utter

mortification sets in. To prove high school means something more than a Senior Superlative award,

Sadie and her best friend Jana decide to create their own list of awesome non-academic

achievements to be completed before graduation. Yet, the harder Sadie works to show everyone

she's not the least bit attracted to Andy, the more appealing he becomes. Typical for the girl who

can't seem to achieve anything important, even the completion of one lousy college application.

When senioritis kicks in and the school year dwindles down to mere weeks, Sadie decides to risk

her good girl reputation to prove that an Awesome Achievement means much more than any Senior

Superlative vote. By the time Sadie realizes her epic screw-up, she just might have lost her chance

at the prom date of her dreams.
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"What I loved about My Senior Year of Awesome was that the author weaved humor and emotions

into every chapter." - Jennifer Bardsley, The YA Gal"A refreshing high school love story with charm,

humor, and oh, those lists." - TH Hernandez, Adventures in Writing

This is such an entertaining story, with charming characters, witty dialogue and fresh plot. Sadie and

Jana want to end their high school years with a bang, and realize rather late into their senior year,



they haven't really done much to leave their mark on Harmony High. Two self-described list-a-holics

set out to complete the ultimate list of accomplishments before graduation.Their attempts to letter in

a sport, star in the school play, and break a school rule land them in amusing situations. And on top

of all of it is the dreaded Senior Superlatives where Sadie, much to her horror, has been voted most

likely to marry uber-geek, Andrew Kosolowski. As Sadie tries to prove the voters wrong, that she

and Andy are definitely not couple material, she discovers a side of Andy she never noticed before.

However, her drive to check off another item on her list could end up ruining the one

accomplishment she wants the most.PlotJennifer DiGiovanni has written solid plot that is humorous,

sometimes wacky, and just plain fun. I love how Sadie's top ten lists are sprinkled throughout the

book -- everything from how annoying Andy is, to how to kill time in detention. The story is peppered

with laugh-out-loud moments as Sadie and Jana work their way through their list, revising, refining,

and failing, but never giving up.CharactersAll of the characters are wildly original and somehow

manage to deliver their lines with both grace and snark. Sadie is loveably antagonistic, Jana is

hopeful and spirited. And Andy is adorkably sweet, but that doesn't mean he's a pushover. The rest

of the characters are distinct, each with their own voice and quirks.Top Ten things I LOVED About

My Senior Year of Awesome1. A hot guy with an even hotter sports car2. Swoon-worthy kissing

scenes3. Sadie's unique view on life and the world around her4. The Super K's5. A dancing

man-eating plant6. Hilarious driving lessons7. Pig dissections ('nuf said)8. The Kosolowski

metamorphosis9. Sadie and Jana's female bromance (girlmance?)10. Top Ten listsBottom LineA

refreshing high school love story with charm, humor, and oh, those lists.DisclaimerI was provided a

copy of this book by the publisher in exchange for an honest review.

I love this book! As a librarian, teacher, and mom of 3, I think Ms. DiGiovanni has a winner. This

book is perfect for tweens and teens alike. It is a refreshing story about love, family, friendship, and

high school. It is rare to find a love story that I can feel good about recommending and discussing

with my students. My Senior Year of Awesome is that kind of book and I definitely will be

recommending it to students, teachers, and other librarians. This is a great book for so many

reasons. The characters are so well developed... I feel like I know Jana and Sadie personally. The

plot is full of unexpected twists just like the lives of teenagers. I was hooked from the very start

when Sadie was faced with the horror of being paired with a guy she didn't even like for "Most Likely

to Get Married". I love the realistic experiences, emotions, and challenges the girls face. While it has

been a few years since high school, this book took me right back there.The lists in the book were

brilliant and oh so clever. Kudos to Jennifer DiGiovanni on writing such a great book! No need to



look any further, this should be the next book you read! I sure hope there is a sequel.... I need to

know what happens to Sadie, Jana, Andy, and yes, even Dom!

So freaking fun! The biggest compliment I can give this book is that I kept saying to myself, "I'll just

finish this chapter and then go do _____ and then _____." But whatever those things were, they did

not get done, because I just kept reading. And chuckling. And thoroughly enjoying Sadie's world

view with her lists and need to cram in every experience she could before graduating from high

school. Great young adult romance!

I adored this book! A wonderfully funny (and clean!) YA contemporary that I devoured when I so

needed a pick-me-up. The lists had me in stitches and Andy was adorkably swoony, but what I

probably prized most, was Sadie and Jana's passionate commitment to challenging themselves

again and again. Between the pitch-perfect voice and hilarious hijinks, I couldn't help but wear a big

smile as I finished the last page!!!

This book was so much fun. Hilarious and emotional and swoony all in one. Plus it had a really great

friendship to savor. I had a huge smile on my face as I read and laughed out loud at the lists. A

perfect summer read about a senior year that I didn't want to end. Highly recommend.

I had so much fun reading this book! Sadie is such a great character. It's also a list makers dream

and a perfect summer read!

This is an easy read with lots of laughs. It's all about two girls trying new things and taking risks.

Just plain fun!

Really cute YA read! I loved the lists in the book and read this book in a day.
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